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You are holding something very special: a part of the ancient past and, perhaps, a part of your

future.Based on a tradition over one thousand years old, this contemporary Oracle has established

itself as a remarkable aid in practical decision making. When first published in 1983, R. Buckminster

Fuller said: "What a wonderful thing to have done-midwife the rebirth of an ancient oracle." A huge

success with over 700,000 copies sold, The Book of Runes has proved itself to be a modern

classic. For this, the tenth anniversary of the work, Ralph H. Blum has expanded and refined the

runic system, making the Runes the most profoundly useful self-help tool of our era. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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If you look over the reviews of Blum's various Runic texts you will see raves and pans: from,

effectively, "the man is an expert" to "the man is a charlatan." He is neither, and I think discounting

the texts because they do not follow the ancient Norse interpretations is unfair, bordering on

mean-spirited -- missing the value of this small volume in the rush to opine.Those who want to

objectify their own unconscious wellsprings so that they can reflect on the messages bubbling up

within them will find this little book a wonderful companion you will turn to frequently. If you are

looking for scholastic history and interpretation, I would like to suggest that you will be unhappy with

ANY book this slim, regardless of author.I particularly don't understand the reviews that complain

that Blum "made up his own system" and those that ring in saying that "it is okay to rethink tradition,



but you need to be upfront about it." Did you READ the book before you skipped to the pages

suggesting interpretations for the symbols?In my copy, at least, which I've had for decades, he tells

the story of how he came to his ordering of the Runes AND the interpretations in his text: he let the

Runes themselves speak to him from a meditative state. It sure doesn't sound to ME like he's trying

to pass himself off as a Runic Scholar steeped in tradition!Not everyone has the time for (or interest

in) an in-depth exploration of oracular systems of various sorts -- including a deeper cut on Runemal

itself. Some of us who have studied other systems simply want a quick hit of in-sight to guide our

steps through a busy day or a difficult transition.
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